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Launched in June 2021, 
Dogs' time is up!
Catty is here for revenge and to reclaim his leadership over the
internet.
Catty Coin is very giving and is designed to reward long term holders.
Community is first and foremost.
Catty is proud to fairness to the community.
While also making a differences to save catties worldwide.
Catty Coin has learned a few tricks 
and lessons from his memes. Catty is 
Hyper-deflationary with an 
integrated smart staking system built 
in to reward you, so more catty 
coins are being automatically added 
to your wallet each transaction. 
Simply love, pet, and watch your 
catty coin grows.

Catty Coin, including but not limited to the overall project, token, website, smart contracts and any apps 
(“CATTY COIN”) as presented in this conceptual paper is not a licensed, unlicensed or exempted financial or 
payment service of any kind and in any jurisdiction. Any terminology used in this Whitepaper, on the Website 
or within the app is intended only as a basic reference, without any effective or legal meaning of the same 
terms in a regulated and/or financial environment. CATTY COIN is a fully and completely decentralized and 
community driven project and does not have owners, shareholders, promoters, marketers, managers, 
directors or other figures or entities exerting any form of governance. The CATTY COIN smart contracts are 
open-source, security audited, permanent and non-modifiable in any way. The CATTY COIN token is strictly a 
utility token in all jurisdictions and is not and cannot be considered to be a “security” or otherwise regulated 
token of any kind. CATTY COIN is not in any way e-money and/or fiat money, or an asset backed stablecoin, 
whether global or limited in scope. This Whitepaper taken by itself is not a contract or a contractual 
agreement of any kind, nor is it an invitation, solicitation or oaer to invest in CATTY COIN or acquire or use 
CATTY COIN tokens in any way and with any expectation of profit therefrom. Any user of CATTY COIN 
represents and 
warrants that such user has received appropriate technical, administrative, regulatory and legal advice 
before and a er accessing and/or reading this Whitepaper or the Website, and/or using any portion or 
element of CATTY COIN (including the CATTY COIN token). The user hereby acknowledges and accepts that 
there is an inherent high risk in accessing, acquiring or using any kind of blockchain and/or crypto system, 
token, platform, software or inteface, including CATTY COIN, and further disavows any claim of any kind 
against any community member directly or indirectly involved with CATTY COIN, for any damage suffered, 
including total loss. CATTY COIN makes a credit card interface available on its website solely for the users’ 
convenience. The Company is not a payment processor of any kind, and has no control over credit card 
processing. Use at your own risk.

DISCLAIMER
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Dogs' time is up!

Catty is here for revenge and to reclaim his leadership over the internet.

Catty Coin is very giving and is designed to reward long term holders. 

 Community is first and foremost.

Catty is proud to fairness to the community.

While also making a differences to save catties worldwide.

Catty Coin Swap,
when we arrived 100k+ holders and after Large Influencer marketing push.
Also we already have our website the live pancakeswap so people can buy
on our website.

Release NFT market place for Catty Treats,
when we arrived 200k+ holders and after Listings on major cex.

1-) ABSTRACT

Catty Charity Wallet
We have a charity wallet with 5%+ of the total supply which receives
redistributions to donate to our charity partners

Longevity

Catty Coin is in for the long haul. 
The decentralized community is fostering and adopting long 
term development of the ecosystem and foundation in 
efforts to drive real use cases, 
and greater rewards beyond any temporary trends.
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Advantages of the Binance Smart Chain are: 
 

It’s a sovereign blockchain, which will provide security and safety to all 
users and developers. 
Its native dual chain interoperability will allow cross-chain 
communication and scaling of high-performance dApps that require a 
fast and smooth user experience. It’s EVM-compatible and will support 
all of the existing Ethereum toolings along with faster and cheaper 
transactions. 
Its on-chain governance with Proof of Staked Authority consensus, built 
on 21 validators who validate the transactions, will provide 
decentralization and enable significant community involvement.

Binance Smart Chain (BSC) was developed as a means of utilizing 
solidity-based smart contracts with much greater speed and efficiency 
than other, competing chains. With decentralized exchanges on BSC 
offering lightning-fast swaps and extremely low fees, BSC has started to 
become one of the most widely used blockchains for Decentralized 
Finance (Defi). BSC uses a token protocol developed by the BinanceTeam 
called BEP-20. Known for 5 second block speeds much faster. 
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Catty is an open source project entirely driven by the community. 

2-) Catty Coin
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Bep-20/BSC 5 seconds: https://trustwallet.com/blog/binance-smart-chain-in-
numbers

Catty Coin is not responsible for the actions of the Binance smart chain network

https://trustwallet.com/blog/binance-smart-chain-in-numbers
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3-) ECOSYSTEM
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Community-Powered
Catty is fully decentralized and owned by its fun, vibrant 
community. We welcome and embrace diverse perspectives to 
build Catty into the best community in crypto. With a 
do-good mission of helping save Catties in need.

Instant Rewards

For every transaction in the Catty Coin network a 5% fee is 
distributed to existing holders. That means you earn more Catty
Coin just by holding it in your wallet. Watch your Catty Coin grow
every transaction.

Locked LP

Liquidity tokens are burned and locked. Additionally, 5% of all
transaction fees are added to liquidity. 

Here you can view LP holders;

https://bscscan.com/token/0x9ea6fa4da602335d51c8b676bd513e6da32c71c1
#balances

https://bscscan.com/token/0x9ea6fa4da602335d51c8b676bd513e6da32c71c1#balances
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4-) Catty Coin Protocol
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Catty Coin employs 3 simple functions: 
Reflection + LP acquisition +Burn. In each trade, the transaction is
charged a 10% fee, which is split 2 ways

5% fee = redistributed to all existing holders

5% fee is split 50/50 half of which is sold by the contract into
BNB, while the other half of the CATTY tokens are paired
automatically with the previously mentioned BNB and added
as a liquidity pair on Pancake Swap

50%+ of the total supply has been burned so far so
50%+ of the 5% redistributions are burned with every
transaction

We have a charity wallet with 5,6%+ of the total supply which
receives redistributions to donate to our charity partners
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5-) Roadmap
Phase 1

Phase 5

Phase 4Phase 3

Phase 2

Phase 6

 Marketing push to
spread awareness
 1k+ Telegram
members.
 Meme development.
 Catty Coin on BSC!
 Created Catties
Charity Wallet.

 Burned $Catty Coin 50%
 Locked $Catty Coin 35%
 Listing on PancakeSwap.
 Voluntary donation for
community + charity
partnership.
 Website launch.

Apply for Listing coinhunt
platforms.
 Apply for Listing
LiveCoinWatch.
 Apply for Listing
CoinMarketcap.
 Apply for Listing
CoinGecko.
 Influencer marketing push.

Min 2500+ holders.
 Apply for Logo on TrustWallet.
(We need min 2500 holders for
apply)
 Airdrop #1
 More memes from community.
 More Voluntary donation for
community + charity partnership.
 Large Influencer marketing push.

100k+ holders
 Catty Coin Swap
(Supreme part!!)
 Large influencer
marketing push.
Listings on major cex.
Airdrop #2

200k+ holders.
 $250k Donation to charity
of community choice at
$500m market cap.
Release NFT market place
for Catty Treats . Catty
Treats will be available to
Catty Coin holders.
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5-) Roadmap

Phase MOON

 $500k Donation to animal shelters for
Catties at $1b market cap.

 Donate to help build homeless
Catties shelter at $25b market cap.

 Donate to help build animal
sanctuary at $50b market cap.

 100b market cap community gathers
to carve a catty into a large mountain
forever being locked as literally the
LARGEST meme history.

 500b cap we form a Catty meme
“religion”. Community will decide
what happens.

 1T cap worlds largest Catty Coin
meet up/gathering.
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5-) Tokenomics & Stats

TOKEN SYMBOL
Catty

TOTAL SUPPLY
1 Quadrillion

CIRCULATING SUPPLY
500 Trillion

COIN BURNT
500 Trillion

Contract: 0x755d6e62822b1853c8f9c5efa4e40e7c590c8a8d
LP Holders Link:
https://bscscan.com/token/0x9ea6fa4da602335d51c8b676bd513e6d
a32c71c1#balances

https://bscscan.com/address/0x755d6e62822b1853c8f9c5efa4e40e7c590c8a8d
https://bscscan.com/token/0x9ea6fa4da602335d51c8b676bd513e6da32c71c1#balances


THANK YOU
FOR READ
THE
WHITEPAPER
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@CoinCatty t.me/CattyCoinGroup


